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Currently, the future of special careCurrently, the future of special care

units (SCUs) in nursing homes in theunits (SCUs) in nursing homes in the

Lombardia region is widely debated. InLombardia region is widely debated. In

this region a network of 60 SCUs has beenthis region a network of 60 SCUs has been

active for the past 8 years to treat patientsactive for the past 8 years to treat patients

with dementia with severe behaviouralwith dementia with severe behavioural

disturbances. The units are funded by thedisturbances. The units are funded by the

regional health system with 15 euros/regional health system with 15 euros/

patient/day more than regular nursingpatient/day more than regular nursing

homes. Since the regional governmenthomes. Since the regional government

has decided to optimise expenditures forhas decided to optimise expenditures for

geriatric and psychogeriatric services, itgeriatric and psychogeriatric services, it

has been asked whether clinical resultshas been asked whether clinical results

obtained in the SCU are worth the extraobtained in the SCU are worth the extra

money. Unfortunately, the internationalmoney. Unfortunately, the international

literature analyses markedly differentliterature analyses markedly different

models, and Italian SCU researchersmodels, and Italian SCU researchers

apparently have not performed adequateapparently have not performed adequate

studies to measure outcomes. The onlystudies to measure outcomes. The only

meaningful piece of evidence is an obser-meaningful piece of evidence is an obser-

vational controlled study of 18 SCUs andvational controlled study of 18 SCUs and

25 traditional nursing homes funded by25 traditional nursing homes funded by

the European Commission, which demon-the European Commission, which demon-

strates that patients admitted to SCUsstrates that patients admitted to SCUs

had behavioural disturbances of severityhad behavioural disturbances of severity

similar to patients cared for in traditionalsimilar to patients cared for in traditional

nursing home wards, but with significantlynursing home wards, but with significantly

less physical restraints (Frisoniless physical restraints (Frisoni et alet al,,

1999). Consequently, as physicians, we1999). Consequently, as physicians, we

are unprepared to dispute the decisionsare unprepared to dispute the decisions

of the government and cannot affect theof the government and cannot affect the

future of SCUs.future of SCUs.

This experience further supports theThis experience further supports the

need to implement in our country a systemneed to implement in our country a system

of outcomes research. Although the pro-of outcomes research. Although the pro-

mises are probably higher than the obtain-mises are probably higher than the obtain-

able results, it is essential to start thisable results, it is essential to start this

process if we hope to improve the diffusionprocess if we hope to improve the diffusion

and the quality of psychogeriatric servicesand the quality of psychogeriatric services

in Italy.in Italy.
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Recruitment in old age psychiatryRecruitment in old age psychiatry

I feel obliged to counter the assertion byI feel obliged to counter the assertion by

O’Gara & Sauer (2002) that decrepit wardsO’Gara & Sauer (2002) that decrepit wards

are a major contributor to poor recruitmentare a major contributor to poor recruitment

into psychiatry. If true, it need not be so.into psychiatry. If true, it need not be so.

As an old age psychiatrist in two BlackAs an old age psychiatrist in two Black

Country towns (Dudley and Wolverhamp-Country towns (Dudley and Wolverhamp-

ton – the latter having recently beenton – the latter having recently been

dedicated a Black Country city) I have haddedicated a Black Country city) I have had

several undergraduates attached to myseveral undergraduates attached to my

teams. We are not a ward-based speciality,teams. We are not a ward-based speciality,

our work is done with older people in theirour work is done with older people in their

own homes. Some of these homes may beown homes. Some of these homes may be

decrepit but it is the people within that mat-decrepit but it is the people within that mat-

ter. They have grown old in their homes andter. They have grown old in their homes and

all have interesting stories to tell. They areall have interesting stories to tell. They are

good people who have experienced adver-good people who have experienced adver-

sity scarcely imaginable to today’s cossettedsity scarcely imaginable to today’s cossetted

youth and are the more fascinating for it.youth and are the more fascinating for it.

Our students have told us (and I haveOur students have told us (and I have

no reason to doubt their sincerity) that theyno reason to doubt their sincerity) that they

have felt enriched by the experience of help-have felt enriched by the experience of help-

ing these important people in their homes.ing these important people in their homes.

The students have learned from us andThe students have learned from us and

we, particularly if they have been localwe, particularly if they have been local

people, have learned a lot from them. Allpeople, have learned a lot from them. All

this is done with little recourse to the greatthis is done with little recourse to the great

god ‘resources’.god ‘resources’.
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One hundred years agoOne hundred years ago

The verdict of ‘suicide while insane’The verdict of ‘suicide while insane’

AATT an inquest held recently upon the bodyan inquest held recently upon the body

of a medical man in London evidence wasof a medical man in London evidence was

given that he had purchased prussic acid,given that he had purchased prussic acid,

that the bottle containing it had been foundthat the bottle containing it had been found

nearly empty by his bedside, and that henearly empty by his bedside, and that he

had died from prussic acid poisoning. Therehad died from prussic acid poisoning. There

was also evidence that there was nothing inwas also evidence that there was nothing in

his circumstances or his life to cause himhis circumstances or his life to cause him

distress and there was no evidence of anydistress and there was no evidence of any

motive that might be said to have inducedmotive that might be said to have induced

him to take his life. The jury found a verdicthim to take his life. The jury found a verdict

of ‘suicide’ and a discussion took placeof ‘suicide’ and a discussion took place

between them and the coroner as tobetween them and the coroner as to

whether the usual addition should be madewhether the usual addition should be made

to the effect that the deceased at the time ofto the effect that the deceased at the time of

committing the act was of unsound mind,committing the act was of unsound mind,

the coroner suggesting that over-studythe coroner suggesting that over-study

might be considered as a possible cause ofmight be considered as a possible cause of

mental derangement, while the fact ofmental derangement, while the fact of

suicide might be treated as evidence thatsuicide might be treated as evidence that

mental derangement existed. The jury,mental derangement existed. The jury,

however, refused to accept these sugges-however, refused to accept these sugges-

tions and the coroner in recording their ver-tions and the coroner in recording their ver-

dict made the observation that it did notdict made the observation that it did not

now involve the consequences that used tonow involve the consequences that used to

follow a finding offollow a finding of felo de sefelo de se. The penalties. The penalties

attaching to self-murder constituted inattaching to self-murder constituted in

bygone days the effort of the law to punishbygone days the effort of the law to punish

one whose act had withdrawn his personone whose act had withdrawn his person

from its reach. In the words of Blackstonefrom its reach. In the words of Blackstone

the suicide is guilty of a double offence;the suicide is guilty of a double offence;

one spiritual in evading the prerogative ofone spiritual in evading the prerogative of

the Almighty, the other temporal againstthe Almighty, the other temporal against

the King who has an interest in the preser-the King who has an interest in the preser-

vation of all his subjects. The law invation of all his subjects. The law in

Blackstone’s day, being unable to punishBlackstone’s day, being unable to punish

the dead man, used to act upon what he leftthe dead man, used to act upon what he left

behind, his reputation and fortune – on thebehind, his reputation and fortune – on the

former by an ignominious burial in theformer by an ignominious burial in the

highway with a stake driven through hishighway with a stake driven through his

body, on the latter by forfeiture of all hisbody, on the latter by forfeiture of all his

goods and chattels to the King, hoping thatgoods and chattels to the King, hoping that

his care for either his own reputation or thehis care for either his own reputation or the

welfare of his family would be some motivewelfare of his family would be some motive

to restrain him from so desperate andto restrain him from so desperate and

wicked an act. More recently forfeiturewicked an act. More recently forfeiture

for felony has been abolished (in 1870)for felony has been abolished (in 1870)

and since 1882 burial with ignominy hasand since 1882 burial with ignominy has

been forbidden and the coroner has nowbeen forbidden and the coroner has now

to give directions for the interment of theto give directions for the interment of the

remains in a churchyard or other burialremains in a churchyard or other burial

ground without any right to the celebrationground without any right to the celebration

of a burial service but not necessarilyof a burial service but not necessarily

without the celebration of any such service.without the celebration of any such service.

The returning of verdicts of ‘‘suicide whileThe returning of verdicts of ‘‘suicide while

of unsound mind’’ without any evidenceof unsound mind’’ without any evidence

of such unsoundness is no doubt to aof such unsoundness is no doubt to a

large extent a survival from the days oflarge extent a survival from the days of
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post-mortem penalties, while to some ex-post-mortem penalties, while to some ex-

tent it has its motive still in the desire totent it has its motive still in the desire to

shield the dead against the charge of im-shield the dead against the charge of im-

piety alluded to above. Blackstone protestspiety alluded to above. Blackstone protests

against the practice and against any suchagainst the practice and against any such

doctrine as that the act of suicide is itselfdoctrine as that the act of suicide is itself

evidence of insanity. In a very large numberevidence of insanity. In a very large number

of cases the person who kills himself is notof cases the person who kills himself is not

in a condition of mind to estimate or toin a condition of mind to estimate or to

control his action, but at present it often oc-control his action, but at present it often oc-

curs that a jury finds a verdict that a personcurs that a jury finds a verdict that a person

was of unsound mind when he committed awas of unsound mind when he committed a

certain act upon no other ground than be-certain act upon no other ground than be-

cause he committed the act in question orcause he committed the act in question or

upon evidence upon which no such verdictupon evidence upon which no such verdict

would be returned in any other case thanwould be returned in any other case than

that of suicide. This perhaps salves the feel-that of suicide. This perhaps salves the feel-

ings of surviving relatives by formally ac-ings of surviving relatives by formally ac-

quittingquitting the deceased upon the chargethe deceased upon the charge

ofof self-murder, but at the same time toself-murder, but at the same time to

some extent it constitutes a record of insan-some extent it constitutes a record of insan-

ity in a family founded upon altogether in-ity in a family founded upon altogether in-

sufficient evidence. No reasonable personsufficient evidence. No reasonable person

would regard such a verdict as conclusive,would regard such a verdict as conclusive,

but whatever weight it carries for the onebut whatever weight it carries for the one

purpose it must carry for the other. It ispurpose it must carry for the other. It is

easy, at all events, to understand thateasy, at all events, to understand that

intelligent and conscientious men upon aintelligent and conscientious men upon a

jury who have sworn to find a verdictjury who have sworn to find a verdict

according to the evidence may object toaccording to the evidence may object to

doing so as to a matter of which there isdoing so as to a matter of which there is

no evidence at all. It may also be suggestedno evidence at all. It may also be suggested

that a verdict to the effect that the deceasedthat a verdict to the effect that the deceased

caused his own death but that the conditioncaused his own death but that the condition

of his mind when he did it had not beenof his mind when he did it had not been

proved to the jury’s satisfaction wouldproved to the jury’s satisfaction would

inflict no unnecessary pain upon survivorsinflict no unnecessary pain upon survivors

without asserting as a fact that for whichwithout asserting as a fact that for which

there is no foundation.there is no foundation.
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